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Introduction 

The wave resistance of a ship which is accelerating is 

primarily of interest in connection with towing-tank experi¬ 

ments. No matter how quickly the final desired speed is 

attained by the model, there remains always some question as 

to how long the influence of the initial acceleration persists 

and what form this takes. This question has been discussed 

by Havelock [1949 a,b] in two papers dealing with the wave 

resistance of circular cylinders started Impulsively from 

rest. Further discussion of this case together with some gen¬ 

eral theoretical derivations may be found in an expository 

paper by Maruo [1957], 

The purpose of the present report is to carry further 

this initial work of Havelock and Maruo in the way described 

below. An expression for the wave resistance of a thin ship 

in non-uniform motion was derived some years ago by Sretenskii 

[1939]. One may find the result together with derivations in 

Lunde [1931]. Havelock^ work will be extended here in two 

directions: instead of a submerged circular cylinder we 

snail treat a snip form, albeit thin; instead of an impulsive 

start we shall assume a continuous rise from an initial velo¬ 

city 0 at t-O to a final velocity Co at t«t0. As in Havelock's 

treatment, we obtain an asymptotic expression for large t. 

Such results are, however, of practical interest, for it is 

precisely the behavior for larger values of t which is of 

ÿ 
This work was carried out partly at the University of Cali¬ 
fornia with support from the Office of Naval Research and 
partly at the Institut für Schiffbau of the University of 
Hamburg during tenure of a Fulbright lectureship. 
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interest in tank experiments. However, in order to complete 

the asymptotic results somewhat, the series expansion for 

small t is also included. The region, of indeterminate 

extent, lying between the regions where these two series 

expansions are sufficiently accurate must be investigated 

numerically. The present investigation has an advantage over 

a purely numerical one in that much general information can 

be found without a special choice of ship form. Furthermore, 

it provides valuable qualitative information which would 

facilitate more extensive numerical calculations. 

In obtaining his asymptotic expansions, Havelock made use 

of the method of stationary phase. In this report a different 

method, based upon the theory of Fourier integrals, is used. 

Although presumably all results can be obtained equally well 

by the method of stationary phase, the method used here seems 

to the author to be more straightforward in conception. 

Since this report consists essentially of a working out 

of this asymptotic expansion, it is not possible to relegate 

mathematical details to an appendix. However, in the last 

section the various results are gathered together and some 

graphs are included which display the results of a numerical 

calculation for a ship of simple form. 
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Mathematical preliminaries 

In this section we shall gather together various mathe¬ 

matical theorems which will be useful in the later develop¬ 

ments. They are stated mostly without proof. 
* 

Theorem 1. If is integrable and of bounded vari¬ 

ation in an interval containing Xo » then 

r 

(1) / im 
t CO 

Kï) 
Sin t C J - Xo) ^ ^^ 

3-*o 

f , y,-«. 

-f- - X.-k 

\ 0 > Xo ¿ A, Xo > ¿ 

Either d and/or b may be-co or + oo , respectively, if ^Cx)/x 

has one of the following properties: 

a) is absolutely integrable; 

b) $■ (*)/)( converges eventually monotonically to zero 

in either direction; 

c) ?(*VX *-s ^orm Sin(px^^) where ^ f/j 

eventually converges monotonically to zero as X—► + c© 

If Sin^('f-Xo) is replaced by COStC^-XoJ in (1), the 

integral may be interpreted as a Cauchy principal value. One 

may then prove that 

fa = » 

Theorem 2. Let be A/times continuously differ¬ 

entiable in the interval Oí 6. Then 

*See Bochner [1932, Chap. I] 

**See Erdélyi [1956, p. 47] 
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i 
5^¿n‘fCJ)dl = BNa)-fi<N(t)+ o (t'"), 

(2) /.(^= f C f"m . 
n»o » 

6.«j=2 rf'o»t'én . 
Oc O 

Either or b may be-» or+®o, respectively, if jt*)—*’ O 

as t~^-oo or + co » respectively, for 0^flá/V-/» and 

if y [/) is integrable over the interval (&> b) . 

Theorem 3. Let ^(.X) be/V times continuously differ¬ 

entiable in the interval X £ t and let O l > O </X g /. 

Then 

Ai 

(3) = ± 
f) m O U U. f 

bm)=$ . 

A special case of Theorem 3 is the following. 

Theorem 4. Let <ÿ(X) be A/ times continuously differ¬ 

entiable in¿té/£¿> , let } and let 0<^< I. 
■T*1 ' " ' 1 
See Erdllyi [1956, p. 49] 

I 
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Then 

) 

One may let b = Qo provided that ^ (x)-*0 as X—+CQ for ag/V-/ 

and ^(.X) is integrable over 

We shall have occasion later on to treat Integrals in 

which singularities of the form occurring in Theorem 1 as 

well as that in Theorem 3 appear. Consequently, let us con¬ 

sider the following integral: 

(3) G(t) = JA Sin^^y (l>-% f ($-0)*'jif) dÇ , a<x><L. 

Theorem 1 can be applied directly to give 

(6) hm G(0= iTCÍ-Xo^Cx.-a^fíx-) ■ 
if-® ' 

However, we shall proceed somewhat differently. Let 6>o be 

such that a < Xt-£<Xo<Xo-t€< L , and divide G(t) into separate 

integrals as follows: 



t 

6 

(7) 

*0*6 

+ J Sm i (Ç -Xe} íhlÍÍL íLfl 

4--‘ ? - X. 

+ (t-y.für.-a.ffl*')/ d$ 
X.-C 

+ J Sm ¿q-Xo)(l>-2f"ll~ei) " f(.l) dj. 
2 - Xo 

To the first and last integrals we can immediately apply 

Theorem 3. The third integral can be written 

i âln ? dZ 
- Et C 

it 
S¡n ^ 

d7- = 2Si (ti). 

The following asymptotic development is well known: 

(8) Sit 

and can be used here. This leaves only the second integral 

to discuss. For the moment let us set 

{(!) = f(i). 
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Consider the function 

(9) h(V= • 

’ If f is continuous, h is continuous with the possible ex¬ 

ception |=X0> where it is not defined. However, if -f ^°) 

exists and we define 

(10) f) (Xo) = “f (Xo) 

then h is continuous there also. As a matter of fact, if -f 

is/v + / times continuously differentiable at X0 » then h is/V 

times continuously differentiable if one defines 

(11) 
. (N) t 

ll (/•) = I 
N+l 

This follows easily from the extended mean-value theorem: 

/«)=H*-) ■■■'jut “ï*') <*- 

or, after forming n(x\ 

(12) h(*)=f(*<ù+if(x.K*-x.» • (¿¡¡1 

where /o<X<X orX<X<X»and X^XfX, XojL The result follows 

immediately. It is evident that if j^(Jjhas/V+/ derivatives 

in(Xr<5j X»+6) , then also "f (Ç) does, and hence that h(^) 

has N derivatives. Consequently, we may apply Theorem 2 

(or Theorem 3 which includes it) to the second integral above. 

The function ($(¢) then has the following asymptotic 

expansion: 
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where the fifth sum is to be terminated with the term . 

Upon comparison of the second and third and the fourth and 

sixth sums it is evident that they cancel except for the 

following part: 

2 i 
1 * J •"•‘I 1 t. 

: ^ ta-*/(-if(tt) n\ 
I nao 

d-'fiOQS¿t , n czen 

\(míf* Smtí) odd 

= ¿(6-Xtf~‘(Xo-4f'l9(X') MSi*lirm+-ys,ntik 
I ¿/ 

« air Uf dW ] 
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Comparison of this with the fifth sum above shows that these 

just cancel except for the part 

7C (b-Xof*'1 (Xo-4.)*'1^ (Xo) 

It is evident then that the asymptotic expansion for G(0 

simplifies to the following: 

Q({)= TT (L-Xtï*'' (/'-¿if'1 f (*>) 

Here ^(X) must be N times continuously differentiable in 

Q¿X¿ b an<j /V^/ times differentiable in . 

In case the singularity Xo is at one of the limits of 

integration, the asymptotic development must be altered some¬ 

what. The details of the derivation will not be repeated, 

but only the final result given for the case that X0 is the 

upper limit. 

The result follows: 
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G(t) 
(14a) 

The function 

for (14). 

{Ae-«.:*'1 

N-! -n- \ 

n = o 
t Sin\(a-x.){+-£(n-t)-z)ii£;[dtã}^ 

°* 1 ?"*" J«, 
EMft-0] -2K.,jiK+i 

^ ZK-Hl d (Jj] mr+()({“)■ 

W must satisfy the same requirements as 
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Formulation of the Problem 

In the following we shall take the z-axis downwards, 

the x-axis towards the bow and the y-axis toward the star¬ 

board. This is a right-handed system. The (x,y)-plane is 

taken in the undisturbed water surface, the (x,z)-plane 

through the ship's plane of symmetry and the (y,z)-plane 

through the midship section. The surface of the ship will be 

described by the function 

(15) f = t-f (*,})■ 

It will be assumed that the ship and water are in a state 

of rest at t » 0 and that thereafter the ship moves with 

velocity c(t). 

The wave-resistance integral. If one makes use of the 

same approximation as is used in deriving the classical 

Michell's integral, one may derive [see Lunde, 1951, pp. 40 ff.] 

the following expression for the wave resistance: 

In the following we are going to restrict the form of c(t). 
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We shall suppose that CT+OJ = o and that C(Y,) = C , a constant, 

for • Hence C(t) may appear about as follows. 

It will be convenient to decompose the integral with 

respect to t in the light of the assumed form for C(.t) . We 

write it as follows: 

.to ,t 

\ 

( t \ 
C(*) cos[fp<(j-r)]expiai/r[x-f •+jCrtjdïjcosôj ¿z 

(17) = / *0 (T) ffF (¿-Z)] ex pli cWdî'jCZSôJJT- 

,t~t* r_ . A'{a 

+J UT+U)Co<>\jfF({-tfZ)] expyjfo- J+j c(r^ fydtf&ssJcJz. 
r 

If / > ¿o , no great restriction inasmuch as we shall be dealing 

chiefly with the asymptotic expansion as {-+oo, one has in the 

second integral above ^^to)-CtZ'* to) = Co i and this integral 

simplifies to 

A-U 

(18) C.| Cosffitf-t.-lr^txpíiKix-í + C.it-ú-'rlcciss'} dt. 

If the final velocity had been attained impulsively, so that 

t,-0 f then the first integral would not occur at all and the 

second one would become 
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(19) C»joCúS[^tt-Tj¡exp¡lik[*’S + C.(t^)]cóSQ}¿T 

ft 
= CoJ' cosÇlfR T) €*p¡if:[x-1 + c» r] d ? , 

Thus the results of an investigation of this last case can be 

carried over directly to the second integral in the more general 

case above. 

We shall proceed as follows for the case of large trt* , 

First the asymptotic behavior of (19) will be investigated, 

then that of the first integral in (17). We note that the 

first integral in (16) doesn't enter into the behavior of R 

for {yt, since ¿Ct) vanishes in this range. For values of 

this terra is, of course, very important. It represents 

what is frequently called an added-mass force. 
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Wave resistance for an impulsive start 

If the final velocity Co is attained immediately, then 

(16) takes the following simplified form after changing the 

order of integration: 

R*(t)=^jc_R= (dT r e 

æ iy2 ( 

= r^d/cl HQ [C'l S'n[(fC‘C<V<9'M)tl , SirhKCoCOS<9*M)i! 
Jo l J K Co cosa - ./57 KCoCõSõ-M 

iK Col COSO 

(20) 

COSQ-JJ£ KCoCûSô-ffi 

— íkdkí Hàrfp^Q^i^i^zÆk^d + sM+Jîr)/<c.t ' 
i i”r WJ1 Ix-SDirr 

where 

(2D P(hVHQ(*.k)= ¿x¿} 

and V = = f/c. 

The various intermediate steps needed to derive the second 

equation in (20) may be found in Lunde [1951, p. 44], The 

last is obtained by the substitution 'X-OosO* 

The last integral in (20) will now be treated as a sum 

of two integrals corresponding to the two terms in curly 

brackets. 

In the first integral we make the substitution 
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(22) 0/=-^ > 

Then, solving for k one finds 

& = n±jj 

We define then 

/r,OJ = j-V«('+ tlM-i-TW- JM/" Jw] ] 
(23) _ 

fr(M)= J-V* + 4/^7^ + ] ■ 

The two functions are shown schematically on the following 

The cor responding derivatives are 

¿M. _ j / rx7~ _ 

die - Zfi = ±ÍtF: 4* 

or 
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(24) fct'(/A) — _ -ÆZ ¢(,)= -, . 
' J/0 -*■ -¿Vof 

In the second integral we let 

(25) * 7ï)2-¿J- 

There is only one usable solution for £ : 

^-~n+wJ'u't'à 
or 

(26) ki(yU) = ^Vc<'+ j. 

The derivative is 

After making these two changes of variable, one obtains 

the following expression for ff : 

/?*(o=pt* =L= /( -4^rp'U.&wy^ 
y ' 4- 

(28) 
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It is to these integrals that we shall apply the theorems 1-4 

and formulas (14) and (14a). 

It will be convenient first to establish a few properties 

of p-^-t Q and“ its derivatives. It follows immediately from (21) 

that 

Pxi>.K)-ti Qxù.k) = i/rjjx /, (/-})ene } 
$ 

(29) 

P,a./)-1 !-<?<(>.)rj=}) ekie Mdxd}. 
S 

It is evident that 

hm RH Q — lim Px 1 i Qx= hm P*4lQ*.—0 
k-00 lr-*ao Je-** 

and also, from a well-known theorem on Fourier coefficients, 

that 

(31) /¡n) P + t Q = /im P)+ i Qi = /in) Pt * t‘QK= 0 . 
Ù-+OO 

It is also evident from an integration by parts with respect 

to X that 

(32) P(X0) + iQ(*,0) = 0 . 

Formal application of formulas (14) or (14a) to the 

integrals inside the curly brackets in (28) yields the 
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expression below. A sufficient number of terms have been 

kept so that the remainder is Q((Ctj). 

(33) /?«) [P'fi' *'«»)+Q‘)i. 

.1 
-Jñ(c.{)ls,n(--LvxC.{-±-n)K (-±^.^±.[¿(-1,^.^$^ 

(C4)~s4-Ív*u-4X)^[-^\P‘(¿¡’^>)+ o1}]--¿- 
M--P« 

,-L 
Ce 

+ TT fe <£1 [p‘(-¿T’k (0)) + (J21—(_ 

-fir(c. Ó C ¿-1 Tí) £f jV«j ¢^- 

+ fá=W'feW}T- 

Mz-jVot. 
4 

cO 

-(U) 
2 Ò 

é/U %j0rrJp'¿ 
ín»,/ 

+ » • 
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Because of (32) and the fact that 

K,(0)= £/(0) = ^(0)= £/(0)= o 

the first, fourth and eighth summands vanish. The ninth 

and tenth summands vanish at the upper limit, as follows 

easily from the form of K3 and (30). (An analogous reasoning 

implies the vanishing of a possible contribution from the 

upper limit of the terms, and hence allows the applica¬ 

bility of the extended form of Theorem 4.) For the lower 

limit we need more precise information about the behavior of 

near //= 0. Since 

k3"(//) = 1—Lj— 
/ 2 At jV* 

one finds 

- ik* 

and 

/Ci (/<) — + * * ' . 

Hence the ninth and tenth summands vanish also at the lower 

limit. The fifth summand can be evaluated immediately 

since ki (0)=l/o(l. Since 

= jv«)- J-V«*, 

the second and sixth terms are the same and combine to give 

- P'd • + . 

In order to find the third and seventh terms, we must 
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evaluate the indicated derivatives: 

[y I P’+ Q!}+2 ipp'+M>\ • 

There is evidently a singularity in the second term at the 

point in question, namely y«=-^-Vo(. We shall avoid this 

difficulty by interpreting the two limits as 

///77 
£-*•0 

3 

3/< Í ] 
and combining them before taking the limit with respect 

to £ . It is then evident that only the first term contributes, 

and the third and seventh summands yield 

- Zjw fir) 

After substituting in the integral (33), we obtain the 

following sum of three integrals with respect to : 

(34) = ^rfr^T t p!(¿’«I 
J* 7 ' 

- p\^‘j^]s¡n^c.íi jn)dc< 
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The first integral above is just Michell's Integral 

for the steady-state wave resistance, and need not concern 

us further. We denote it by R (**>) . The remaining two 

integrals are still of a form to which we may apply Theorem 

4. One obtains the following: 

(35) R*(t) = R*C°o) 

0/=1 

(36) R*(¿) = 

+ C.[P (t'Jv)* Q!J (vc./j'sin -jrVCtt 

■+Ö ((vcío1) ' 
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This is the asymptotic expression for the integral (20) for 

an impulsive start. In view of the behavior of the asymp¬ 

totic expressions in (35) it seems reasonable to suppose that 

one can replace O^vcjj1) by 0(• However, this has not 

been proved. One may note that the two oscillating terms 

in the asymptotic expression are much easier to compute than 

the limiting value R (°o) . 
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Wave Resistance for a Gradual Start 

We return now to the asymptotic evaluation of integral 

(16) for large values of ¿ , in particular, for^?^e. Because 

of the splitting of the time integral shown in (13), possible 

because of the special form of CC't') , we may also treat the 

integral (16) in two parts. The second part, corresponding 

to the second integral in (16), need not be further discussed 

because its asymptotic expansion can be taken over directly 

from that of (20), namely (36), by replacing^ by We 

thus need to discuss only the integral corresponding to the 

first integral in (17), namely 

«s te J d8- 
- V -TT 

A change of the order of integration and slight further 

manipulation yield the following integral: 

(38) 

4/f 
TT2. 

KjdAj== !coffi(¿^)cos[kùJcfr'jJï'] j 

where, as usual, is given by (21). 

We shall write 

J cn'j </?'=J * UH.), ■ 

The above integral may then be successively modified as 
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follows: 

= i££ 
IT 

p T f1 r* 

ljdl!ljdA^i^Spvi;^U¡jdtaT¡Ce0K((n)^/ca')ik] 
O 0 Jt 

- Sinff/Fy-t/cÿCotf-t.jjJ' dtC(t)s¡nl¡féC¿‘V+tofcfrW] 

-h coskJW'Wctf-t)) f d?C(VMs[/ftfay-&[c(TW] 

-5¡n[(/F^-^)Co(t- í)]J' dtCft)Si n ¡fficto-y-ttjctfjdï] I 
_ 8 00 ( 

$fcjJMjc/¿¿á£¡ áu) cost/?v+n)c. a- ¿)] 
JQ 'O 

(39) -5 O'QsinfyFviKtyc.rt-á)] 

+CO- Qcc6[(tfv-tyc. d- /»)] 

-SM)&r,[(tfv-M)c.(i-{.í\\, 

where 

(40) C(XK)-i-i$*()■*)= . 

The functions C and S are dimensionless, and are in¬ 

dependent of the hull form. 

We shall now make use once again of the change of 

variables (22) in the last two terms of (39) and of (25) 



in the first two terms. The integral (39) then takes the 

following form: 

* °!J {¿(■à'tyCK/tC'V'ÿ 
*> 

+ 5 (zi1 /^z)^>¡iyMCoC^“ 

We may now apply Theorems 2, 3 and 4 to the various 

integrals with respect to^ . Although a number of the 

terms will vanish, we shall include them all formally. 

Sufficient terms are kept so that the remainder is 

_0_ 

7T 

I 

c: (t-tof-0/4. 

I 

[ P(±«M)+Q‘]C(-k'k,j 
Ja+4Vo< M—o 

lU 
/*.= 0 
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(42) 

vC'Cf-tj i 

- -Æ- ^-¿^'tí-w+oy-jcfi-fcjcasfivoa-Âj-li] 
^a'U 4S!i^Srl-iy*»{-iy^w] , 

I 

4 0(5^ 

In order to evaluate the first four terms we recall 

that {/0)= fa'co) = {3(0) = Ks (°)= P(*'°)=Q(t'0)=0. One may 

easily confirm that 

S*0,o)=S(A,o)=o, ct^o) =CUo)=jvfc(t)dt 

It is evident that the first and third terms in (42) vanish. 

In order to see that this is also the case for the second 

and fourth terms, we must show that (X^C*1)) dees not 

spoil the behavior of the other terms. For 1 or 2 

^[c‘a =[c:+ 
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For f,= 3 

that 

the same sign holds as for¿=2. it is evident 

à/t & (X 0 -for i or3 

and hence that also the second and fourth terms in (42) 

vanish. The fifth and seventh terms are equal and may 

be combined: 

^ ^ ' 4 ^2] tí '.¿WJ Càs\j;l/c<Cc t-é- /.)4 ^ Tr] 

-STfjJ . 
The sixth and eighth terms both appear to have singularities 

entering from the behavior of £/ there. As in 

the case of the impulsive start, we shall interpret these 

two terms together as 

l¡m — [ I 
h-/*4,-le • 

The contribution of these two terms then vanishes. 

We are now left with the following: 

2 fc02jS* 

**•/«. ft-¡y 

(44) 

We may once more apply Theorem 4 in its extended form to 

this integral and obtain the following expression: 
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2 fav* 
ér) 4 

-S (/jfrjSintjtáoft-ty-i-jf-Tr-jTjJ 

-1*71 h a« 
^=i 

• Cos]¿ve.«-¿)* ¿j- ^ 

5 r 
ÍwlfiTrtPte'/^Wjstí-ivotj^ Sm^ztí-Ú^-fTr] 

* 6/)j * ® (-VÜU-tj) 

= c"(''s'^^s/^vû^j 

- V- {[|íW-2^^)+v^+WjC 

++0)f C^ivCtUsm^T'C.tf-i.J 

(45) 
+ , ^)+yCPP^OQ,)}s 

w*oy-sW>s,)} cos.ivc.u-i.) 

This is as far as we shall carry the expansion of this 

integral. 
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We may now combine (45) with (36), properly modified, 

in order to obtain an asymptotic expansion for (16). We 

shall keep only terms through order {{- t*)'1 for the sake 

of perspicuity. However, one could, of course, also 

write down also the term of next higher order. 

(46) 

R(t)= /?(<*>) + 

Since it is frequently convenient to have a formula 

in dimensionless forms, this is also given below. We shall 

use the half-length L in order to render the ship hull 

dimensionless, i.e. we introduce 

(A7) ^ = Jk' f = * = 

The ordinary Froude number Co/JÕL is related to £ by 

= $ . Further, let 

> pa*)Uû(xt)=Jjf (ï.OQ ¿Ut > 
(48) 

Then (46) may be rewritten as fellows: 
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-A- 

/?= /ec«; + 

£ ! 

(49) 

^ q\<i /^jft-sOjíVjJsin^-yc.ft-1.) 

■COffycosJvc.H-t.), 

4ÔI 
/ 

y‘c.‘(t-ü‘ 

It is also sometimes convenient to express the combination 

-SC-(Í-Ú) = fH-ÍJ/Cc as 

(50) T/C'd-U) = zn ) 

for CoU'ío)/i gives the number of ship lengths travelled 

after reaching the terminal speed C#. Since the length L 

does not enter naturally into C , and since V is 

not a dimensionless parameter, it is convenient to intro¬ 

duce another dimensionless variable, namely 

(51) ?. = fzVc. 

One may easily confirm that 

(52) 

where 

C(l¿v)4 <'sW^= dtmexpife fcnW] 

= C(Vexpiiù[l-f-ijCIV)dz'] ; 

ZCT)=-ic(i,î) , 
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so that it is appropriate in (49) to write 

S C't») and C [T*) . 

The Initial Wave Resistance 

The initial behavior of the second integral in (16) 

can also be determined through a power-series expansion. 

The computation of the first three derivatives is straight¬ 

forward and will not be reproduced here. One finds 

(53) ^r[{ 

To this must be added the added-mass term, i.e. the first 

integral in (16). 
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A Numerical Computation 

As an example we shall consider a hull of rectangular 

section with °( and with parabolic waterlines. In 

dimensionless representation 

(54) fey = p (f-l) , /3 = -½ = ¢/4 . 

Then 

hi.év-H'Q =fdïfd$ 2f3fe*rcle~*nt 

We also need some assumption about the initial part 

of the velocity function C(t) . We shall assume that 

(56) C«) =[ 

C° ' 

Then, entering (52) with C't , we find 

(57) 

CCTo)^iZ(ti) =^-¾ / dtí: /J 
JO 

=j-ejTjdtj^n-í) (t- z/J 
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= - O- CóS-g-To) 

4^0 b][c(-íti)- C ciJ 

where C(Ÿ) and SC^J are the Fresnel integrals 

. 2 
C(*)-t-¿S(x)=¿f ë ¿O'. 

From (49) we may write 

/? «/-PM =§aftër.[p+1? ‘Uo-sy+fc/^l^ s¡n¡lvct (t-t,^)^ 

(58) ^lT+VWWhEÏ^ s4-t ^^hõc ) 

where 

c*+ë = ±f. 

These are the functions which are tabulated as Ct*) and 
SC*) in Jahnke, Emde and Lösch, Tables of Higher 
Functions, 6th ed., McGraw-Hill, New York, Teubner, 
Stuttgart, 1960, pp. 34-35. The functions 

are also called Fresnel integrals and are more extensively 
tabulated than those used here. The functions are related 
by 

CC/) ■+ <■ SCx)= Cf(JF*) + * Sp J * 
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Since 

= P'iCN(t.)j 

ß‘MM=ßr[P‘^‘]i NCtj=JÏ^^> , 

it will be convenient to calculate separately MC^cCtJ , 

NCTo) and ôí^-o) . Figure 1 shows a graph of MOTojO-I) 

for the special choice of hull form (54). Figures 2 and 

3 show the functions A/C?i) and ¿'('to) for the special 

choice of acceleration (56). 

In order to make the example more specific, one must 

further specify the hull form and the function C(t) . We 

shall assume that 20 ft., /3=0.1 and2H/L = o-/ . Three 

separate values of the Froude number were considered: 

= 0.200, 0.250, 0.316 or YU = 12.5, 8 , 5, respectively. 

For a 20 foot model these correspond to C0= 5.06, 6.32 

and 8.00 ft/sec respectively. According to information 

supplied by the towing tank (Skipsmodelltanken) in Trondheim 

these values of C0 correspond to the following values of 

t0 : 6.8, 7.4 and 9.3 sec, respectively. These values 

yield in turn = 43.5, 39.5 and 37.2, respectively. 

Since the carriage does not really have a constant accel¬ 

eration up to the final value C0, one cannot, of course, 

take the specific values of % as indicating more than an 

approximate value. Fortunately, as reference to Figure 2 

shows, the curve N(^t) is nearly flat in the region 

30<?o<45 and has approximately the value 0.2. This value 
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was used for NC^o) for all three cases. Values of & 

were read from Figure 3. The computed oscillating part 

of the resistance is plotted in Figure 4 against Co(i-to)/¿. . 

It is evident that the oscillatory behavior dies out only 

slowly and still has an amplitude between 0.05 and 0.10 lbs 

at 14 model lengths after attainment of the final speed. 

In order to show the amounts relative to the asymptotic 

values Ri00) y the values of £(°°) were taken from Wein- 

blum's Tables [1955]. They are 1.73, 3.50 and 9.37 

lbs, respectively. Figure 5 shows plotted 

against ; the scales are such that Figure 4 and Figure 1 

may be directly compared to ascertain the relative impor¬ 

tance of M'N and R(^)/^l}ßx . Figure 6 shows the 

three resistance curves of Figure 5 in their proper places 

in a total wave resistance plot. The initial parts of the 

curves, i.e. equation (53), have not been plotted, for the 

assumed form of C(t) in the region is only a 

rather crude approximation to one which might occur with 

a real towing carriage. The effect of this discrepancy 

upon equation (52) will not be very large, for Ctt) enters 

always under an integral sign. The situation is, however, 

quite the reverse with equation (53) describing the initial 

wave resistance, where the derivatives ¿/(o)/ C ÍO) , etc. 

enters. It is obvious that the assumed form of Ctt) for 

the initial region cannot provide useful information about 

this part of the resistance curve. 
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Some Conclusions 

Although the numerical example has been worked out 

for a particularly simple hull shape and acceleration law, 

it is obvious, since the size of the computed oscillations 

are not négligeable in comparison with the usual standards 

of accuracy attained in towing tests, that one may expect 

in a model towing test to experience this oscillation for 

a good part of the test run. Such oscillations have, in 

fact, been observed, and the data presently available show 

a very close agreement between predicted and observed fre¬ 

quency of oscillation. The theory does not indicate any 

way of avoiding the oscillations, but does show, as one 

might expect, that the usual procedure of taking the mean 

line through the oscillations is the correct one. It is 

possibly also of some comfort to know that these oscil¬ 

lations are naturally present and do not result from im¬ 

proper functioning or design of the equipment. 

Finally, we recall a fundamental assumption, namely, 

that the velocity is prescribed and the force measured. 

For a constant-thrust towing apparatus in which the thrust 

is prescribed and the velocity measured one would not ex¬ 

pect to observe an oscillation in velocity of the same 

proportional amplitude. The following computation is 

somewhat crude, but seems sufficiently convincing. We 

suppose that the oscillatory part of the velocity may be 

found approximately from 
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where W is the weight of the model plus attached apparatus. 

This equation neglects, of course, added-mass and damping 

forces and the fact that A is a function of z • 

Then 

^ = Ao Smco-é- -Í- 

The ratio of the amplitude of the velocity oscillation to 

the mean velocity Co is 4Ac/w • After consulting 

Figure 4, a liberal estimate for Ao for the model con¬ 

sidered earlier is ^o= 0.25 lbs. For W we shall take 

2500 lbs. Then 4Ao/w~ 0.0004 , a négligeable 

amount. Although a more precise estimate can be carried 

through, it is doubtful that it would change the conclusion. 
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